Agenda

Global Leader Experience Hai Phong

Day 1 – What we share
08.30

Arrival and registration

09.00

Welcome and introduction to the programme
Spend time meeting the group and understanding the programme.
Official Opening by GE

10.00

Meet the group
Spending time getting to each other.

10.15

Making most of the programme
Creating a safe working environment.

10.30

Sharing different opinions
Exploring diversity and the differences of opinion and experience in the room.

11.30

Break

11.45

Introducing Core and Flex
Exploring how to lead across boundaries.

12.45

Lunch

13.45

Speaker, Listener, Observer
What challenges am I facing as a leader?

14.45

Break

15.00

Setting the challenge
What are we investigating over the next few days?
Keynote/panel session with two to three contributors who are experts in the Challenge and
can give the students a big picture overview.

16.00

Reflection
How far have we come today?

16.30

Immersion visit brief: Round one and two

17.30

Depart
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Day 2 – The world through someone else’s eyes
06.30

Leave Hai Phong

09.30

Arrive at immersion visits

10.00 –
11.30

Immersion visit: round one
Speaking to people connected to the challenge to deepen our understanding.
Organisations that are in some way connected to the challenge host immersion visits at
their premises. We would like to expose students to the full breadth of the challenge.

12.30

Return from immersion visits round 1 & lunch

14.15

Arrive at immersion visits: round 2

14.30 –
16.00

Immersion visits: round two
Deepening our understanding in new contexts.
Visits to a second set of organisations that are in some way connected to the challenge.

16.30

Buses leave Hanoi for Hai Phong

19.30

Arrival back in Hai Phong
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Day 3 – The process of innovation
09.00

Welcome back
How will the rest of today work?

09.30

Visit Debrief

10.15

Break

10.30

Considering the group dynamic
Setting expectations of how you want to work as a team. What are the cultural
differences in the way that you work?

11.30

Map the Challenge

12.30

Lunch

13.30

Leadership insight: leading change
Learning from the leadership journeys of others.
A contributor who can inspire the students with their experience of leading change. When
have they been passionate about a cause and wanted to make a difference? What made
them step forward? What happened and what did they learn about themselves and their
leadership?

14.30

Idea generation
So how do we address the challenge?

15.15

Break

15.30

External consultancy
A chance to test our ideas those outside our group.
Contributors from different backgrounds who listen to the first iterations of students’
project ideas and provide them with feedback as they continue to develop their ideas.

16.30

Group feedback
Group members provide constructive feedback to one another.

16.45

Reflection on the day
Where are we now?

17.00

Depart
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Day 4 – Responses to the challenge
08.45

Arrival

09.00

Welcome
How will today work?

09.15

Telling your story
Looking at how we engage a diverse audience. .

10.15

Working groups
Fine tuning our ideas and presentations.

12.15

Working lunch

13.00

The final panel
Pitching our ideas to the panel and to each other.
Three to four senior figures within the city who will watch each of the student pitches, ask
questions and offer constructive feedback on the project ideas.

14.30

Break

14.45

Reflection and impact
Reviewing the programme.

15.45

Graduation
Celebrating the progress of the group.

16.30

Final thoughts
Bringing the programme to a close.
Senior figures from the partners officially close the programme.

17.00

Depart
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